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Sunday, March 6, 2011 157acomputational and anatomical study, it was found that neurons in aged brains
suffered from a loss of organization when compared with young subjects. This
meant that neurons that are typically organized in anatomical structures known
as microcolumns, would lose their columnar organization due to random small
displacements of their positions. The current hypothesis is that the dendrites
that surround and in a way support the neurons suffer atrophy with age. In
this work we present a method to assess this atrophy from digital immuno-
stained photomicrographs of brain tissue samples. By applying a wavelet trans-
forms to digital images of brain tissue we characterize the widths and
separation of bundles of dendrites. By correlating these quantities with age,
we determine if they contribute to the anatomical changes found in neurons
and cognitive impairment. A correlation between results from our wavelet
transform method and the more time-consuming acquisition of data by measur-
ing by hand will be presented as a validation of our method. By exploiting the
parallel nature of image analysis, an NVIDIA CUDA implementation of our
wavelet transform will be presented in which hardware acceleration increases
execution by up to ten orders of magnitude.
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Cell Morphology Linked to Substrate Stiffness - A Possible Solution to
Determine the Cell Modulus
Li Yang, Yanzi Yangben, Martin Chiang.
A mathematical model, based on thermodynamics, was developed to demon-
strate how substrate stiffness influences cell morphology. The mechanism by
which substrate stiffness is translated into cell morphological changes is de-
scribed. The hypothesis in the model is that the morphology of a cell adhering
to a substrate is characterized by the competition between strain energies (in the
cell and substrate) and interfacial energy (work of adhesion at the cell periph-
ery), and that the final configuration of the cell morphology is determined by
the minimum of the total free energy of the cell/substrate system. Thus, the
cell changes into its energetically favorable shape by the assembling/disassem-
bling of focal adhesions distributed around the cell periphery. By using this
model, reported experimental observations on cell morphological changes
can be better understood with a theoretical basis. In addition, these observations
can be more accurately correlated with the variation of substrate stiffness. This
study indicates that the activity of the adherent cell is dependent not only on the
substrate stiffness but also is correlated with the relative stiffness between the
cell and substrate. More importantly, guided by the suggestion from the math-
ematical model, we have experimentally demonstrated that cell modulus can be
estimated based on the substrate stiffness corresponding to the change of trend
in morphological stability.
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Linear-Scaling Soft Core Scheme for Alchemical Free Energy
Calculations
Floris P. Buelens, Daniel Seeliger, Bert L. de Groot, Helmut Grubmueller.
Alchemical free energy calculations hold the promise of unrivalled quantitative
accuracy in the computational study of molecular recognition and related bio-
chemical processes. Although noteworthy successes have been reported, there
remains significant room for improvement in algorithm design and sampling
methods.
We here present an alternative formulation of a soft-core nonbonded potential,
designed to be suitable for linear mixing of potential functions. The use of soft-
core potentials is essential when considering thermodynamic cycles involving
the insertion / removal of atoms from the surroundings. Existing formulations
resolve the numerical instabilities that normally accompany linear mixing, but
render the mixing of potential functions a non-linear function of the coupling
parameter (lambda). Our formulation permits linear mixing while avoiding
the numerical instability normally associated with simple scaling of the Len-
nard-Jones and Coulomb potentials. We demonstrate the advantages of linear
mixing with reference to optimisation of free energy estimation, and of protocol
design from the perspective of phase space overlap. We assess the performance
of protocols based on the linear scaling soft-core potential as applied to the cal-
culation of relative binding free energies for a complex biomolecular system,
consisting of a zinc finger protein and a series of bound DNA oligonucleotides.
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Optimized Image Charges for Reaction Field Calculations
Wei Song, Yuchun Lin, Andrij Baumketner, Wei Cai, Donald J. Jacobs.
We extend our previous image charge solvation model [1] based on a discontin-
uous dielectric model where a boundary separates a cavity filled with explicit
solvent and outside there is a continuum dielectric medium. Inside the cavity,
the dielectric constant ein = 1. Outside the cavity, eout is often set to 80. Al-
though the discontinuity from 1 to 80 at the cavity interface creates unnecessar-
ily large artifacts [2], this model provides accurate simulations by using a buffer
region containing imaged water. The purpose of this study is to use a differentset of image charges to reflect a continuously changing dielectric profile at the
boundary that will minimize the buffer layer volume, and to better reproduce
the electrostatic force field associated with the actual dielectric properties of
the model solvent. We optimize the image charges by solving an inverse prob-
lem using a least squares error method to determine the best match between the
reaction fields calculated by the image charge solvation model to that obtained
from a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of a large periodic system. We
perform an iterative calculation that self-consistently determines the dielectric
constant for the continuum dielectric medium as the optimal placement and
values for the image charges are constructed. This method is general, and it
can be applied to any type of mixed solvent, including ionic solutions. With
the optimal image charges parameterized, MD simulations can be performed
on a solute molecule of interest that is solvated by explicit solvent within the
cavity without invoking periodic boundaries. This work is supported by NIH
1R01 GM083600-04.
[1] Y. Lin, et. al., J. Chem. Phys., 131(15): 154103 (2009).
[2] P. Qin, et. al., Comm. Comp. Phys., 6, 955-977 (2009).
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Molecular-Mechanical Model of Kinetochore-Microtubule Interactions
Identifies Flexibility of the Kinetochore Mesh as a Key Determinant of
Errorless Bi-Orientation
Fazly Ataullakhanov, Anatoly Zaytsev, Julie Welburn, Iain Cheeseman,
Ekaterina Grishchuk.
The accuracy of chromosome segregation relies on the remarkable ability of
mitotic kinetochores to bi-orient, whereby sister kinetochores form microtu-
bule attachments to opposing spindle poles. Since the probability of forming
erroneous attachments vastly exceeds the chance of attaching correctly, sev-
eral mechanisms have been proposed to explain how kinetochores avoid
and resolve these errors. Here, we use quantitative molecular-mechanical
modeling of the kinetochore-microtubule interface to evaluate these factors
and determine their respective roles. Our analysis defines several key features
that ensure expedient error correction. First, geometric constraints, wich bias
orientation of paired sister kinetochores such that they preferentially face op-
posite poles, contribute to proper attachments, but they are not sufficient to
provide error-free segregation. Second, two aspects of Aurora B kinase-depen-
dent regulation play significant and distinct roles in establishing and maintain-
ing correct microtubule-attachments: 1) Its ability to promote the rapid turn-
over of all kinetochore-microtubule attachments, not just those that are inap-
propriately attached, and 2) phosphor-regulation of microtubule affinity of
spatially-distributed factors in a manner that depends on inter-kinetochore ten-
sion. However, a combination of geometric constraints and the error-resolving
activities of Aurora B are not sufficient for a fully robust error correction. To
solve this problem we hypothesize that the individual microtubule binding
sites behave semi-autonomously such that intra-kinetochore tension arises lo-
cally in a flexible kinetochore meshwork. Indeed, when such a meshwork is
added to the model, kinetochore bi-orientation and expedient error correction
occur in a highly reproducible, deterministic way over a significant range of
system parameters and even when cells are challenged by error-inducing treat-
ments. Our work has generated the first comprehensive quantitative model to
explain spatiotemporal self-organization during chromosome segregation and
has provided a solid molecular-mechanical basis for the error correction
mechanism.
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MMC: A Monte Carlo and Analysis Program
Mihaly Mezei.
The poster describes the programMMC that performs Monte Carlo simulations
on a molecular assembly in the canonical, isothermal-isobaric and grand-ca-
nonical ensembles. Both all-atom and continuum treatment of the solvent envi-
ronment is available; solvents can also be limited to a primary hydration shell
that adjusts to the solute’s shape. A variety of free-energy methodologies are
implemented, including polynomial thermodynamic integration and adaptive
umbrella sampling. The forcefields implemented include Charmm, Amber
and Gromos/Gromacs. Extensive consistency checks and a large test suite
are employed to keep the code as bug-free as possible.
The analysis options include determination of generic solvent sites, cavity and
invagination detection, energy partitioning, and a wide range of analyses under
the Proximity Criterion.
The Proximity Criterion partitions the space around the solute bases on bisec-
tors or radical planes and for each region calculates, among others, radial dis-
tribution functions, coordination numbers, angular distributions and energy
distributions. The analysis options can use as input simulation trajectories, be-
sides those in MMC’s own format, trajectories in Charmm or Amber formats as
well.
